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Abstract
We demonstrate here strong coupling between localized surface plasmon modes in self-standing
nanorods with excitons in a molecular J-aggregate layer though angular tuning. The enhanced
exciton−plasmon coupling creates a Fano like line shape in the differential reflection spectra associated
with the formation of hybrid states, leading to anti-crossing of the upper and lower polaritons with a
Rabi frequency of 125 meV. The recreation of a Fano like line shape was found in photoluminescence
demonstrating changes in the emission spectral profile under strong coupling.

Paper
Developments in top-down and bottom-up nanofabrication techniques have enabled the development of
active plasmonic nanomaterials such as arrays of gold nanorods with size- and shape-tunable plasmonic
resonances [1-4]. Active plasmonics nanomaterials can be coupled with excitonic systems to give rise to
hybrid plasmon–exciton modes (Plexcitons) when in the strong coupling regime [5-8]. Such systems
when within the strong coupling limit effect changes in the optical processes of an emitter or absorber
excitonic system. This offers potential to enhance or control exciton processes in excitonic systems such
as organic semiconductors which offers opportunities for enhanced photonic device designs such as in
light harvesting, optical sensing or artificial light sources [1,9,10]. An understanding of light mater
interactions of plasmon-exciton complexes is central in fully realizing the potential of such complexes.
A number of studies have demonstrated plasmon-exciton in the strong coupling limit between an organic
exciton semiconductor and a surface plasmons [11,12] and localized surface plasmons geometries [1317]. Studies have demonstrated that colloidal Au nanoshell-J-aggregate particles exhibit strong coupling
between the localized plasmons of a nanoshell and the excitons of molecular J-aggregates adsorbed on
its surface [13]. The interaction of an organic exciton in a J-aggregate and surface plasmon polariton
modes of nanostructured hole arrays or of nanosize metallic disks with different array periods was
reported to exhibit strong coupling [14-16]. Tuning of plasmon–exciton coupling strength has been
reported for strongly coupled exciton–plasmon states in Au nanodisk arrays coated with J-aggregate
molecules achieved by changing the incident angle of incoming light, rather than changing the geometry
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of the plasmonic nanomaterial. Using such an angle resolved approach plasmon–exciton coupling of
variable strengths was achieved [17].
Strong coupling between plasmons on oriented gold nanorods arrays and J-aggregate molecular exciton
has been demonstrated using a series of arrays with different architectures to control the spatial and
spectral overlap between the plasmonic structure and exciton molecular aggregates [18]. Here we
demonstrate tuning/detuning of strong coupling in self-standing nanorod arrays achieved though angular
tuning. We report a Fano line shape in the differential reflection spectra associated with the formation of
hybrid states, leading to anti-crossing of the upper and lower cavity-polaritons with a Rabi frequency of
125 meV. The recreation of a fano like line shape was also found in photoluminescence demonstrating
changes in the emission spectral profile under strong coupling.
A schematic illustration of the sample i.e. a quasi-ordered free-standing Au nanorod arrays is shown in
Figure 1(a). SEM studies (using a Jeol 6500F field emission SEM) reported that the Au nanorod
substrate possesses a 70 ± 11 nm array period (center to center distance), a rod diameter 35 nm ± 7 and
rod height of 200 ± 25 nm. The nanorods are encased in an anodic aluminum oxide (AAO) template
which was removed prior to sample preparation via an etching solution in 30 mM NaOH as reported
previously [3,4,18]. J-aggregate samples were prepared using meso-tetra (n-methyl-4-pyridyl)
porphyrine tetra chloride (Frontier scientific) at pH=1 inducing J-aggregate formation by drop deposition
as per reported procedures [19-21]. Reflection spectra from the nanorod array were measured in TE and
TM polarizations and showed two broad bands associated with transverse and longitudinal modes from
the nanorod array which are in line with literature reports (as shown in Figure 1(b)) [3,4,18]. Reflection
spectra were recorded for the J-aggregate/nanorod sample as a function of (ΔR/R = (Rsample −
Rbackground)/Rbackground) using a gold mirror background reference. A optical extinction spectrum (e.g.
shown as R/R) of a gold nanorod sample recorded is shown in Figure 1(b) showing the presence of
transverse modes and longitudinal modes of the nanorod. Optical extinction spectroscopy of the
porphyrin in monomeric form was recorded along with the porphyrin in J-aggregate form as shown in
Figure 1(b). The J-aggregate spectrum shows B (Soret or S2 exciton state) bands at 425 and 495 nm [19].
The spectrum shows also a Q-band (S1 exciton state) region with a strong peak at 675 nm. The
redistribution of B and Q intensities following aggregation been attributed to intensity transfer from the
B- to the Q-band region that is mediated by an excitonic coupling between B and Q transition dipoles.
Raman and fluorescence measurements were performed at ambient temperature using a custom-built,
open-bench Raman system in epi-fluorescence backscattering configuration with 532, 473 and 633 nm
excitation [22-25] with the laser focused to a spot size of c.a. 10 μm. The emission from the Jaggregate/nanorod complex is shown in Figure 1(c). The photoluminescence (PL) intensity for the Jaggregate/nanorod complex is reduced (quenched) compared to the J-aggregate on the dielectric glass.
Fluorescence lifetime measurements where recorded showing a reduction in the radiative lifetime (from
2.3 to 1.6 ns for the J-aggregate/nanorod sample compared to J-aggregate/glass). A change in the PL
intensity and the spontaneous emission rate can potentially be attributed to the Purcell effect due to the
local SP field, suggesting weak coupling and/or to charge transfer of the exciton to the metal resulting in
enhanced non-radiative pathways for the J-aggregate [8]. However, similar observations can occur in the
strong coupling limit also. Raman spectroscopy of the porphyrin and J-aggregate samples on a gold
nanorod substrate or glass are shown in Figure 1(d). Raman spectroscopy was performed at 532 nm in
resonance with the Q band of both the J-aggregate and monomeric porphyrin resulting in resonance
enhancement in addition to plasmonic enhancement. The Raman spectrum recorded on the nanorod
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substrate enhances the Raman signal strength. The origin of the increased signal intensity is assigned to
plasmonic resonance Raman enhancement (known also as surface enhanced resonance Raman or
SERRS).
Reflection measurements in un-polarized and TE and TM polarized light for the J-aggregate/nanorod
system were undertaken. Figure 2(a) shows a series of three spectra taken at a single incident angle
(θ=degree) corresponding to three different polarizations. In line with previous studies literature
polarized reflection spectra showed that TE polarized SP modes are at lower energy (red-shifted)
compared to TM polarized SP modes which are located at a higher energy due to a stronger restoring
force of the charge oscillation [27]. Figure 2(b) shows the differential reflectance (ΔR/R) from the Jaggregate nanorod sample for TM polarized light at three different indecent angles. The three differential
reflectance spectra show broad dips centered around 475 and 675 nm, with the specific features at these
regions dependent upon angle of incident. The dips in the reflection spectra are related to backscattering
from SP associated with transversal and longitudinal modes of the nanorod array. Concentrating on the
wavelength range nm 600-750 nm which corresponds to a spectral region where the J-aggregate S1
exciton state absorbs and also where the nanorods longitudinal SP mode is present. To assess how the
reflection spectra depends upon angle a more detailed series of measurements were undertaken with a
consecutive series of reflection spectra recorded at incident angles from 20 to 80 degrees recorded at
every 2.5 degree interval. Figure 2(c and d) shows the TM differential reflection spectra. The spectra
show at θ = 35 degrees a strong dip at c.a. 645 nm, as the angle increases this dip decreases in intensity
and a dip at c.a. 705 nm emerges and grows in intensity as the angle increases. This is seen clearly in the
contour plot (Figure 2(d)) which shows that there is a clear dip coinciding with the exciton energy
replicating a fano resonance line-shape which indicates the presence of strong coupling. As
schematically outlined in Figure 1(e) (and based on Salomon et al [16]) in the strong coupling regime
plexcitons are formed from interaction of the |S1> state of the exciton molecular J-aggregate with the
longitudinal (|SPL>) surface plasmon modes of the gold nanorod array. The hybrid plexcitons possessing
two branches (e.g. |S1-SPL>+ and |S1-SPL>-). The reflection spectrum shows two dips marked S1-SPL>+
and S1-SPL> at 645 nm and 700 nm respectively (which corresponds to Rabi splitting () energy of
150 meV). Figure 2 (c) and (Figure 2(d)-insert) shows the S1 Q band from the J-aggregates absorption
spectrum which has a peak at 675 nm which is c.a midway between the S1-SPL>+ and S1-SPL> hybrid
states. To confirm the presence of strong coupling a dispersion plot was made. A dispersion plot (Figure
2(d)) as a function of the single longitudinal SP mode of pristine nanorod with the Plexciton hybrid
modes of the J-aggregate/nanorod complex with incident angle is shown in Figure 2(e). The dispersion
plot shows a characteristic anti-crossing of the two hybrid peaks (S1-SPL>+ andS1-SPL>-). This is
associated with Rabi splitting of the SP peak, where the molecular resonance of the J-aggregate and the
longitude mode of the nanorod array overlap characteristic of the strong coupling. `
The PL from the J-aggregate-nanorod complex was generated by tuning the excitation wavelength (at
632 nm) towards been in resonant with the Q band of the J-aggregate centered at 675 nm arising form
1,3
E1 ← 1,3E3 with inter-porphyrin charge resonance transitions. Figure 3(a and c) shows the fluorescence
spectra recorded as a function of incident angle. The main peak in the florescence spectra shifts
progressively to the blue e.g. c.a. 730 (=0) to 725 (=20) to 682 (=40) to 674 (=60) nm. This shift in
position can be seen more clearly by subtraction of the J-aggregate emission (=0) on glass from that of
J-aggregate/nanorod at each angle (shown in Figure 3(b)). Following subtraction the spectra show a dip
at 715 nm, this dip corresponds to the position of the maximum band position from the reference J3

aggregate fluorescence spectrum recorded on a dielectric (glass) medium. Similar spectral profiles have
been reported for PL from systems in the strong-coupling limit [12,27]. Spectrally modified plasmon
enhanced fluorescence or plasmon fluorescence quenching has been reported for molecular systems
coupled with plasmonic structures [28]. Such studies reported that the modification in the fluorescence
profile is associated with the spectral dependence of the radiative and non-radiative decay rate of the
molecular exciton complex closely follows the plasmon scattering spectrum. Figure 3(b) shows that the
PL spectral profile moves to the blue with increasing incident excitation angle which follows the
observed shift in the reflection measurements (Figure 2). This indicates that the PL arises from the
polaritonic emission, resulting from the Plexciton SP/exciton mixed states.
Recently it has been demonstrated that SP modes play a significant role in the observed Raman
background in SERS [29]. The authors reporting that the background in SERS comes from contributions
centred strongest at the plasmon resonance regions in systems with localised SP modes such as in Au
nanorod arrays. The SP modes provide the strongest out-coupling of the radiation from the electrons
relaxing back down from the virtual inelastic light scattering state. The spectral resonance of the
plasmons thus dictates which energy range of electrons contributes to the Raman (Stokes) background.
SERRS spectroscopy was performed to assess the impact of angle. Figure 3(a)-insert shows SERS
spectra recorded at 532 nm. A base line formation routine (Origin Labs) to highlight the background on
which the spectra are located was used to assess the contribution of the background in regard to the
spectral profile. The resulting spectra show that there is a change in the background profile. Looking at
the background it can be seen that the background shifts to the blue with increasing angle similar to that
seen for the PL spectra.
In summary, we demonstrate here strong coupling between localised surface plasmon modes in selfstanding nanorods with Frankel excitons in a porphyrin molecular J-aggregate layer though angle tuning.
The enhanced exciton−plasmon coupling creating a Fano line shape in the differential reflection spectra
associated with the formation of plexciton hybrid states, leading to anti-crossing of the upper and lower
cavity-polaritons with a Rabi frequency of 125 meV. The recreation of a fano like line shape was found
in photoluminescence demonstrating changes in the emission spectral profile under strong coupling. This
study demonstrates that J-aggregate excitons under strong coupling with plasmon modes can controllable
alter the emission and absorption spectral profile through control of excitation angle.
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Figure 1. (a) Schematic drawing of the nanorod array. (b) Extinction spectra of a J-aggregate thin film on
glass (red) shown along with a thin film of the initial monomer porphyrin (black) recorded using optical
absorption spectroscopy, shown also is a spectrum for the nanorod sample (blue) recorded using optical
reflection spectroscopy, shown as the inverse of R/R. (c) Fluorescence spectroscopy of J-aggregate on
a gold nanorod substrate (J-Agg+NR) and on glass (J-Agg+glass) samples recorded at 470 nm in
resonance with the J-aggregate B band. (d) Raman spectroscopy of J-aggregate on a gold nanorod
substrate (J-Agg+NR) and on glass (Por+glass) recorded at 532 nm. (e) Schematic drawing of the
electronic states for a strong coupling scheme showing the Plexciton states.
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Figure 2. Polarized reflection spectra for J-aggregate on a gold nanorod substrate. (a) Three TM spectra
recorded at three different angles of incidence corresponding to the region of the nanorods SP modes and
also of the exciton absorption of the J-aggregate. (b) Three spectra were recorded over a range of angles
with respect of the incidence angle. Inset shows TM, TE and unpolarized differential reflection spectra
(c) Spectral plot and contour plot (d) of the TM polarized reflection spectra at different incident angles.
The spectra were recorded between 600 and 750 nm corresponding to the nanorods longitudinal SP
mode and also of the S1 absorption of the J-aggregate. Insert shows a single reflection spectrum from the
J-aggregate-nanorod complex (recorded at 47 degrees) along with the optical absorption spectrum of the
J-aggregate. (e) Dispersion curve of plexciton hybrid bands as a function of bare nanorod longitude SP
position.
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Figure 3. PL spectroscopy of the J-aggregate on a gold nanorod substrate ex = 632 nm. (a) PL spectra
recorded at four different excitation angles. Insert shows SERS of the J-aggregate/nanorod complex for
angles of excitation at 40 and 60 degrees. ex = 532 nm. These angles are above and below the critical
angle of .c.a. 47 degrees where the hybrid mode splits. (b) Subtraction of J-aggregate on a gold nanorod
substrate spectra recorded at each of the four excitation angles shown in (a) from J-aggregate on a
dielectric glass substrate. (c) Normalized overlaid PL spectra recorded from J-aggregate on a gold
nanorod substrate recorded at each of the four excitation angles and J-aggregate on a dielectric glass
substrate.
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